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“BREAKTHROUGH” IN
DPWA/MUA

NEGOTIATIONS
Posted by David Sexton | 25th September, 2020

Credit: Shutterstock

A NEW workplace agreement is expected between
DPWA and the Maritime Union by the end of the
month.

DPWA chief operating o�cer, terminals, Andrew
Adam, said the Maritime Union’s “decision to
withdraw all industrial action at DP World Sydney
has enabled productive negotiations at our Sydney
terminal to resume”.
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“We anticipate being able to �nalise an agreement
at DP World Sydney in the coming week. We’re
encouraged with the progress we made this week in
Sydney,” Mr Adam said.

The union issued a statement hailing what it called
a “breakthrough” in negotiations, having last week
suspended industrial action at the terminals as a
show of “good faith”.

MUA national secretary Paddy Crumlin said the
breakthrough demonstrated proper application of
bargaining was capable of resolving long-running
disputes.

“By meeting together this week to bargain in good
faith, DP World Australia and the MUA have been
able to achieve a signi�cant breakthrough, reaching
an in-principle agreement that both sides hope to
�nalise by the end of this month,” Mr Crumlin said.

“After two years of di�cult negotiation, this is a
signi�cant breakthrough that will provide industrial
certainty at Australia’s largest container terminals.

“We are currently working with the company to
turn this in-principle agreement into a �nal
document that will lock in fair and productive
outcomes for workers and the company over the
next four years.”

Mr Crumlin said e�orts during the past week
showed that when both sides sat down “in a mature
fashion”, results could be delivered.

“This breakthrough outlines a path for other
stevedoring companies to resolve outstanding
issues, rather than beat up public anxiety in an
e�ort to drive political agendas or attempt to gain
unfair and cynical leverage in negotiations,” he said.

“We remain committed to delivering increased and
demonstrated best practice productivity on the
waterfront, but only as part of a social contract with
the workforce that delivers improved conditions
and a shorter working week.”






